
 

 

Boat Report— November 2021 / Loch Etive or Oban 

By Ian Campbell 

 

Sadly, due to anticipated high winds, this boat was cancelled at short notice! 

 

 
 

Boat Report— December 2021 / Loch Etive or Oban 
Ian Walker Memorial Boat December 2021  
  
An early start for this Loch Etive trip meant that horrible noise of the alarm going off at 5am. Pitch black outside and it 
didn’t get any better as I got into the car with Nigel and Eric for that long drive in the rain. Loch Lomond approached and it 
was mist patches the whole journey to Etive.  
 
With Jacks boat fast approaching a draw was done, places allocated and off to the pier we all went. I did notice a wee 
Robin Redbreast watching us (more to follow).  
 
As the engine started, I asked the guys to give me their full attention for 2 minutes (most of them had been pre-
prompted). Orange Fanta cans were given to each of the members and Stewart was asked to join me to cut a cake. Much 
to his bemusement he joined me. He was instructed to cut a lovely and beautifully decorated cake made by Nigel's wife 
Lorraine. At this point you could see the cogs turning and Stewart thinking WTF is he up to. He was now asked to hold up 
the slice of cake in one hand and his Fanta in the other hand. Unbeknown to Stewart the cake was layered in Red, White 
and Blue sponge as a tribute to his brother and our departed friend Ian. The cake and the Fanta were used to represent 
the colours of Glasgow Rangers, a football club loved so dearly by Ian. A small toast was subsequently proposed to Ian and 
absent friends.  
 
By now we were approaching our first fishing spot or should that be the only fishing spot of the day.  
 
Literally as soon as the baits hit the bottom it was a cry of “Fish On”. Not by one person but by quite a few members. For-
get previous days of small whiting and spurs as the rods stayed double the whole way up from 137 metres. By now good-
sized whiting around 1lb were coming in and much to our delight larger than normal Spurdog in the region of 3-5Lb. This 
wasn’t a flash in the pan or a lucky drop as by now almost everyone was into fish.   
 
Due to how good it was there was never a mention to move location by anyone. I reckon that old adage, “You should have 
been here yesterday” that the Skippers often proclaim was written by Silver Lure. Not even the downpour of rain could 
stop those guys from catching fish.  
 
In total there were 223 fish caught with the vast majority of those being Spurdog.  
Heaviest fish I believe was 5lb 14oz caught by Stewart.  
Winner was John Keegan, 2nd Ron, 3rd Stewart. (8 anglers counted points from 9 anglers).  
Congratulations to John as the winner and Stewart for heaviest fish.  
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Boat Places;    
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Name Score Points 

John Keegan 165 100 

Ron Howe 158 96 

Stewart Walker 128 77 

John Monteith 99 60 

Nigel Fennel 78 47 

Peter Crawford 67 41 

Cliff Jamieson 43 26 

Jay Monteith 30 18 

Eric McCartney DNC   

Ian Campbell DNC   



 

 

Monthly Shore Report, October:  

By Ross McKay 

 

Loch Fyne Bistro Area 30th October 2021  
 
Hi everyone,  
Firstly, a big thanks to everyone who made it to the 1st shore outing of the new 
season, a decent turn out with 9 adults and 2 kids taking part on the day.  
 
Arriving at the Bistro it was made clear the cafe was shut for the winter so we 
done the walk off in double quick time. 
 
Some opted to fish Crarae Point and some stayed within the Bistro area, the 
weather for the day was changeable to say the least with some heavy downpours 
in between dry spells.  
 
Going by the cards it wasn't the worst of days fishing wise with almost all record-
ing fish, lots of undersize fish were caught by all, including Haddock, Whiting & 
Codling, on the cards we had Dogs, Gurnard, Wrasse, Pollack & Mr David Kerr 
stole the show with a lovely Conger Eel just under 7lb. 
 
 I probably should have done better myself but the kids were having such a good day I was happy to just help 
them most of the time so only registered 2 fish on my own card for the day, the 2 juniors having more than 20 
fish between them, loving every minute of the day made it all worthwhile for me personally. 
 
Look forward to seeing you all at the next trip on the east coast 20th November meeting at McDonald's  
Arbroath 1600hrs  
 
Tight Lines  
Rossco  
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Monthly Shore Report, December:  

18th December Xmas Outing  - Loch Etive Rover  
 
As planned, we met at Loch Awe garage at 11am for the walk off, Ian and Nigel were running behind so 
after a quick call we got started off without them and planned to catch up later in the day. 
I opted to start at the Windsock mark for safety purposes as I had the kids with me for this one, Gordon 
went it alone somewhere on the south shore, Pete and David went for the old quarry also on the south 
shore I believe.  
 
My 1st and only Spur of the day fell within the first half hour and I thought I was onto a decent day!  
Unfortunately, not to be and spent the next few hours trying my best to get the kids on the fish, a while 
later Nigel & Ian appeared alongside us, with the incoming tide I took the kids closer to the bridge 
where we got the kettle on and had some pot noodles to warm us up.  
 
No fish here either and kids starting to feel the cold I decided to head for Taynuilt Pier so the kids could 
sit in the car if they got too cold, it was Whiting a chuck for me and thinking, if nothing else is being 
caught elsewhere I could bag up on the Whiting to get points on the board, I was WRONG ha ha! 
 
 Back at the weigh in Mr Kerr and Mr Crawford had a Red-Letter Day ! With bags of 42lb14oz for Pete 
and a whopping 69lb8oz for Mr Kerr (well done you two) sharing the Xmas prizes between them, Pete 
winning the 1st prize reel with a 86cm 6.27lb Spur. 
 
Gordon also had a very decent mixed bag 24lb 8oz with 14 fish caught.  
 
Ian & Nigel didn't weigh in but Nigel missed a chance for the chocolate challenge as he never weighed a 
small Gurnard (Thanks mate, kids loved the chocolate on my 4oz Whiting ha).  
 
I finished up with a dozen Whiting and 1 Spur, my highlight being a Whiting of 1lb4oz, my boy Jack also 
managed to get a Whiting. 
 
 
Attendees  
Ross McKay/Jack McKay /Kasey McKay /Pete Crawford/David Kerr /Gordon McFall/Ian Campbell  
Nigel Fennel  

 

 



 

 

Members  Report—Pete Crawford:  

By Ross McKay 

 
It was a cold, foggy morning when we set off for our December shore outing to Loch Etive.  
 
Meeting up at the garage saw 6 intrepid anglers, two of us hardy junior members, taking part in the roving match. Two other mem-
bers would join us slightly later on, and after a brief phone call to make sure they could collect scorecards and measures, we made our 
way to our prospective marks. The loch can be fickle, and unpredictable though it always holds the promise of something unusual, or 
even a record fish!  
 
David Kerr, Gordon McFall and myself had chosen to fish the South shore, and we geared up ready to start the long walk in, which was 
a daunting prospect for returning. Gordon quickly parted ways with us to try his luck at a different mark he'd recently had success at, 
while David and myself carried on to our chosen venue. When we arrived it was disappointing to see the amount of litter left behind 
by other people, as we often find nowadays. But with beautiful views across the loch we got our tackle set up, with me being a little 
unprepared as usual making up some traces I'd run out of time to build the night before. David was off the mark quickly, with his rod 
bouncing from the moment it hit the bottom, and landed a nice spur to start the day. By the time I'd finished making a few traces he'd 
banked several fish and hadn't managed to finish setting up his second rod, being busy with catching fish!. It wasn't long after my rod 
was in the water I had a few knocks, but reeling in, the fish had bitten through my 80lb nylon. Luckily I had some wire in my box, so 
quickly replaced my trace with one more resistant to the sharp teeth of the spurs  
 
Shortly after that I had my first fish landed, a 61cm fish that weighed in bang on the 2lb mark. Barely an hour had gone by, and it was a 
sign of things to come that the rods hadn't stopped, with bites being pretty much instantaneous. We both wondered how long this 
fishing would  continue. 
 
It wasn't long before David had a nice fish on the bank, an 85cm Spurdog that weighed a little over 6lb. The fish were still coming thick 
and fast and just before darkness fell, I had a nice run on a rod I'd put out in the slightly shallower water, and thanks to David's help 
landing it, pulled in a 86cm spur that tipped the scale at 6lb 4oz, just slightly besting the previous fish. 
 
The fishing slowed a little when darkness fell, but didn't stop, as the tide changed, and the temperature dropped, ushering in a pea 
soup of mist that reduced visibility to around 15 yards. The fish started biting again as quickly as before, making it difficult to finish a 
sandwich before having to reel in. Several were abandoned in favour of landing a catch!  
 
The time had passed very quickly, and soon we had to think about our last cast before heading to the weigh in. The walk back was 
pretty brutal, lockdown not having done much for either my fitness level, or my waistline! We re-convened with Gordon at the cars 
and made our way back to see how the others got on before the long drive home, with the fog making particularly poor driving condi-
tions. I was over the moon with my catch, I had 15 Spurdog and 1 whiting for a bag of 42lb 14oz. That's my biggest ever bag on a shore 
trip, and the best fishing I've seen at Etive. David had pulled in an absolutely stonking bag of 16 Spurdog, 6 whiting and 4 lesser 
spotted dogfish for 69lb 8oz, though I just pipped him to the post for heaviest fish.  
 
The final tally put us in 1st and 2nd place respectively, and the Christmas bonus of the hamper prizes really put a cherry on the top of 
our efforts. A big thanks to our shore convenor, Ross McKay for organising the trip, and for arranging the cracking prizes!  
 
***Editors note—Pete very kindly provided multiple photographs of catches but sadly these couldn't be copied over to his report. 
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***Due to an issue with tables and 
information, the Championship 

standings for Shore, Boat and Nom-
inated Species will be issued  sepa-

rately 
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Key Dates and Upcoming Events 

Planned Shore Outings 
See http://www.silverlure.co.uk/forum for details 

As club member’s you are all welcome to have some input into the club 

newsletter, so if you would like to write an article, a how to guide, share 

a fishing trip, story or even if you’ve caught a big fish and you’d like some 

bragging rights please get in touch  with SilverLureSecretary@gmail.com 

and I’ll be more than happy to include it in the newsletter 

Planned Boat Outings 

 

January 16th—Loch Etive 
February 13th—Loch Etive 
March 13th—Loch Etive 
 
 


